
CLATSKANIE RIFLE & PISTOL CLUB

INDOOR RANGE GUIDE

NOTE: This is a feature in addition to your regular CR&PC membership. You must

have an orientation and pay the user fee for indoor range access. Compliance with

our range rules is a condition of entry to this facility.

Our building has two areas, the classroom, and the indoor range;

CLASSROOM; The classroom is used for meetings, club sanctioned events,

training, and training events. Uncased firearms in the classroom must always be

unloaded, have the action open and a chamber flag placed in the chamber.
Holstered firearms are considered cased.

INDOOR RANGE; The indoor range has nine (9) shooting lanes for guest/members

a nd tra ining/com petitive events.

To check the indoor range status you can look at the CR&PC website at
r:i;rsi<a;'rieiifieai.icii:isiclciub.cc:i. This site has the most current information on

range reservations or closures.

INDOOR RANGE OPERATION HOURS ARE:

RIMFIRE; BAM until 8PM

CENTERFIRE; 8AM until 8PM

Main gate locks at 9:30 PM until I AM
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INCLUDES BOTH DIRECT PARTICIPATION IN SHOOTING EVENTS AND ATTENDANCE AS A

GUEST/OBSERVER. THIS IS A CONDITION OF USE/ADMITTANCE TO CLUB PROPERTY

All members using the range must sign in on the daily use log sheet in the 3-ring binder
located in the duty box behind the shooting benches. Guests must read the range rules

and sign the liability release form before they can shoot, observe or otherwise
participate in activities at this facility. The guest tiability release forms are also in the 3-

ring binder.

The consumption of alcoholic beverages on CR&PC property is prohibited unless specific
exceptions are granted by the board. No persons under the influence of alcohol or
drugs are allowed on club property and must leave with a designated driver.

COLD RANGE PROCEDURE

When calling for a "cold range":
A. First check with all persons on the firing line to make sure they are ready for a

"cold range".
B. Stop and look both directions along the firing line to make sure everyone is back

behind the yellow line and not handling firearms.
C. When people are downrange, do not handle any firearms, this includes taking rifles

and pistols off the tables or racks. Uncased firearms must have their actions open and
chamber flags inserted in the chamber. All ammunition and magazines must be
removed from the firearms before people may move forward of the firing line.

HOT RANGE PROCEDURE

Make sure everyone is behind the firing line and they understand the firing line is going
"hot".

CEASE FIRE

A "Cease Fire" may be called by anyone for any safety concern. "Resume Fire" may be

called once the safety concern has been resolved.


